Wendy Wools Anniversary Event Report, Mallory Park 6/7 October 2018
I have a favourite question for the people I talk to at
CSCC race meetings and it is this – “what’s your secret
which would most surprise other paddock residents?”
It has produced answers varying from ‘I’ve been on the
deck of The Titanic’ to a wry smile and a ‘no comment’,
leaving me to draw my own conclusions, often salacious . This weekend I learned of one driver’s secret
that was so secret that I was sworn to secrecy , but I
did see some iPhone pictures – very candid , nothing
left to the imagination, and she looked just gorgeous .
As old cars so often do... But now it’s time to confess
to my own grubby secret , the one I share with more
than one fellow scribbler about motor sport, and yes ,
you’re right with me, it’s the joy of a cooked breakfast
at a race circuit. An early morning drive of a couple of
hours , ideally in an open car, is as good a seasoning
as HP sauce and my Mallory Park breakfast set the
2018 bar at a new height . My bacon and egg cob cost
£4, my coffee £1.50 and I haven’t eaten a better
breakfast all year . The choice of coffee might not have
included Vegan Turmeric Latte, nor was hipster style
sourdough and avocado on the Lakeside Café menu ,
but that was no great loss . The price of my Mallory
breakfast was less than a third of what I paid for the
Duke of Richmond and Gordon’s offering at Goodwood
and for that price I was disappointed that His Grace
wasn’t doling out the hash browns in person.
This weekend was the final UK event in the CSCC calendar , the Mallory Park Wendy Wools Anniversary Meeting , and it
was to feature the usual wide selection of CSCC races . The entry included everything from Minis (both upper and lower
case ones) , TVRs and Triumphs , Sevens and Sabres and not one , but a brace of Berthas. The Wendy Wools Special
Saloons and Modsports races have been the rich icing on the CSCC cake this year , and judging by the surprisingly
healthy crowd , especially on Sunday , the secret about this series is now well and truly out . I don’t plan my paddock
walkabouts like David Coulthard and Steve Jones do on their Channel 4 F1 coverage , but Wendy Wools racers seemed
to exert an irresistible force on me , which is why I talked first to Andy Southcott , whose MG Midget has so often been
the pacesetter this year . Andy is from near Winchester, where he builds houses for a living and I wanted to know why
he chose an MG – ‘ well, I got into Midget racing with the MGCC and I met Mike (Johnston ) - worst thing that ever happened to me (laughs ). My Midget was always going wrong , they’re so old now and we were talking about a faster car
and he built this back in ’04 .We’ve now built a replica , so this has a sister car, but it’s smashed up at the moment .’
This car goes like no other MG Midget in history , but it wouldn’t be too unkind to say that its specification is more than a
small departure from its origins as a demure little 65bhp sports car . The MG has ‘the rear of an MG but the front end of
a Lenham ‘ and an engine which originated as the ubiquitous 2 litre Vauxhall XE engine but is now a 2.3 litre and develops ‘about 270 bhp ‘ . The car weighs 600 kilos and this season has been using the French made Sadev gearbox and
‘it’s not missed a beat ‘ . Andy was upbeat after testing earlier in the week , having matched Ian Hall’s Darrian Wildcat
times in the mid 46s , and was guardedly confident about today’s streaming wet conditions . Today he was to finish third
(behind Wayne Crabtree’s Escort and Ian Wilson’s TVR Tasmin) , adding a win and a second place on Sunday . Next year
–‘it’s the same again , I’m going to race this one - he’s called Henry - with the CSCC and Arthur, the new one, I’ll race at
Castle Combe and some Northern Sports and Saloons. ‘ And that I look forward to , as our little group of Croft regulars
(think ‘Last of the Summer Wine ‘ but grumpier ) had , for once, stopped grumbling about how racing’s gone to the dogs
and watched Andy’s ballistic progress from the pit lane. I think one of us enjoyed himself so much he might even have
smiled, but that could have been a trick of the light. It can be grim Up North, but we’re proud of it.

I’ve made a promise to talk to one of the Puma guys who
race in the Cartek Motorsport Puma Cup , and ,with only day
of the season left , I finally get to spend a few minutes with
Luke Johnson . He’s from Oxford, where he works as a buyer
for the University of Oxford , and has raced since he was
twelve . ‘I raced in karts for about ten years, took a few
years off and came back to race cars seven years ago . I ‘ve
always raced with the CSCC and I’ve raced Porsche 944s ,
we had three over a few years, and we’ve had three Pumas .
It’s much more cost effective than the Porsche was
(laughs) , that’s the main reason... but it’s close and competitive racing and it’s really good fun to drive .They’ve got a
surprising amount of grip but they struggle a bit with straight
line speed , only 125bhp and you need to be really smooth
with them . Definitely more of a Cadwell car than a Thruxton
one . They get a bit out of their depth at circuits with long straights like Snetterton but Mallory’s really good fun and it’s
got a lot of history to it as well . Today it’s streaming wet and we have to run Dunlop Direzzas which are really an intermediate tyre so we don’t really gain much in the rain .’
I’ve been wanting to speak to Ian Hall ever
since , due to a high speed misunderstanding
with Craig Percy’s Morris Minor, Ian’s Darrian
Wildcat clattered into the Armco at Thruxton. It
perhaps looked worse than it was , but it certainly spiked my heart rate. Ian is now enjoying
his sixth decade of racing , but if Ian’s rude
health is anything to go by , then forget Botox,
I’d suggest that a 6 litre V8 powered racer may
be the secret of eternal youth . Ian’s hint of a
West Country burr means that I’m not surprised
to learn that he‘s originally from Bristol, but he
now lives ‘down near Taunton , well out in the
sticks on the Somerset Levels. Moved there five
years ago , the week before the floods and we
thought we’d moved to the Lake District ...’ Ian
started racing in a Mark III Sprite , then a Frogeye and moved through a succession of cars
including a Mini Jem , a Davrian until ‘I got a
Rover V8 tow car and thought ‘that’s the engine we want to use’. That was in the mid Eighties but I didn’t finish the Darrian until 2001 .’ I don’t think I’ve ever heard of a Rover V8 as big as the Darrian’s but Ian explains it has a special Rover
block and gives about 500 bhp . Ian talks me through the Thruxton shunt (‘no , it wasn’t scary’) and speaks graciously of
the other driver involved – ‘ over the fifty odd years I’ve been racing you have a few bumps but he (Craig) is the only man
who has ever come and apologised afterwards, and that meant everything. We haven’t lost any friendship, it’s fine , just
one of those things. ‘ Words you won’t hear said too often in some race series I could mention , but so as to avoid offending Alan Gow , I won’t . Oops.
Ian explains the reason for the huge shower of sparks I’d seen at Thruxton - ‘I have titanium bump stops ; I’ve come from
the aircraft industry (Ian was one of the people responsible for Harrier jump jet engines) but now I’m running out of titanium – I didn’t say that! Ian loves Mallory ,and tells me that –‘it’s the only circuit where, if you have brake failure, you
can carry on racing , you only brake for the hairpin. Well, I do , anyway. There’s a fair amount of downforce on the car so
we just give a gentle touch into Gerards but that’s more of a confidence thing really.’ I don’t know how , but we end up
talking about Ronnie Peterson ,who I’d seen
race a Formula 2 March 712M here in 1971 .
We reflect on how it can’t really be forty years
since Ronnie died at Monza (can it ?) and Ian
tells me that at home he has a print of Peterson
in a four wheel drift at Dijon in the Lotus 72 –
‘those enormous tyres ! ‘ Talking of which , the
wet tyres on the back of the Darrian are 18
years old, the front ones mere youngsters at
eight years old . And CSCC ? ‘The best , they’re
so competitor focussed .’ And Ian’s hopes for
the meeting? ‘l need two more wins to make my
200...but it won’t be today, it’s too wet . With
my old tyres and 500bhp it’s no fun .’ But now
Ian needs only one more win to make the double century , as he won the final Wendy Wools
race of the weekend , after non starting on Saturday .

In the olden days , when Mallory charged 80p to watch a F5000 race and 15p for a programme , I used to watch the
racing from Shaws Hairpin , where it was possible almost to touch the cars , but in our more sensible times that isn’t possible any more . But there is compensation in being able to watch from the inside of the Esses, and unencumbered by
catch fencing too . It’s a good place to study technique and handling , and on a soaking wet track both come into sharper
focus, assuming one can see through the spray. If I’d spent less time in Physics O Level classes sneakily reading Autosport and a little more time listening to the psychotic Mr Dawes , I might even be able to work out just how many gallons
of water were being displaced by the cars qualifying for the Cartek Motorsport Modern Classics and RSV Graphics New
Millennium race . But I didn’t , so I can’t , but it must be a lot, and it’s more than enough to unsettle car after car , most
of which survive unscathed after some squirrelly moves on the exit to the Esses. But come on , a chilly 7c , cold tyres and
streams of water were always going to exact a toll on drivers in the early qualifying sessions .
In the Wendy Wools Special Saloons and Modsports session I felt especially for Ric Wood , driving Mega Bertha on her circuit racing debut .
The car had bhp to give away from its 8.4 litre
V8 and every window was steamed up with
condensation . The harvest of grass on the splitter of Paul Sibley’s Elan told its own story
( should I have said the correct in period ‘air
dam ‘ ?) and the pace of individual drivers varied from ‘steady away’ to ‘bring it on ‘ . The
driver who was firmly in the latter category was
Tony Paxman in his Escort Mark 1 , clearly ‘on
it’ from a sideways exit to Gerards to an oversteering ballet through the Esses with a soundtrack that was pure RAC Rally in Kielder Forest.
Actually , every Escort seemed to go well over
this weekend and I reckon it’s down to the
Roger ‘Cossack’ Clark DNA which belongs in
this part of Leicestershire – the Clarks of Narborough garage was only 7 miles away from
Mallory and Roger and brother Stan were often
seen at Mallory .
Time to find an Escort driver then , and who
better than local driver Simon James , who is
driving his 1979 ‘drop snoot’ Escort RS 2000 in
the CSCC Advantage Motorsport Future Classics
race . Simon has his own packaging company ,
the Sunbeam Group , and has owned the Ford
since 2012 , choosing it because ‘my son was
coming into racing – I’ve always raced Sunbeam Tigers and I fancied an Escort . I’m quite
tall and I can get out of it ok . It’s an ideal car to
race, it’s very compact and very reliable. ‘
Simon is racing a Tiger on Sunday and ‘it’s a
handful compared to the Escort but it puts a
smile on your face. I’ve been into the road car
version since 1979 . I originally had a Sunbeam
Alpine , then I progressed to a Tiger and I’ve
been hooked ever since . I’ve had E-Types and
Corvettes over the years but I‘ve always stayed
with the Sunbeam. ‘ Like everybody I speak to ,
Simon enjoys Mallory –‘it’s a bit short but it’s
convenient...coming out of the hairpin is the
hardest bit, you’ve got to judge it completely
right . And if you respect the track ,and other
people , you shouldn’t go wrong. Motor racing is
a sport which brings people together, it doesn’t
matter whether you’re racing an old Austin or
you’re a multi millionaire .’

The wonderful thing about Mallory Park is that no
part of the circuit is more than a few minutes walk
from anywhere else , in contrast to the route
march involved in getting from Silverstone’s Wing
to the National pits , and let’s not even think about
the hike to the outside of Copse. And so , after
ambling through the paddock and pausing only to
check out the 27 litre Rover SD1 parked up near
the Wendy Wools cars , I walked into the pit garages in time to watch the qualifying session for
the CSCC Motorsports School Turbo Tintops , with
Cartek Motorsport Puma Cup and Smart 4Two Cup
field . It’s a hive of activity , with driver changes ,
car adjustments and those driver to driver, sign
language exchanges about track conditions and
car behaviour . As the session ends , I catch up
finally with CSCC Chair John Hammersley , who
looks as though his Megane F1 26R has been
making his day . John’s a retired Chartered Engineer , the family business is Airconstruct , now run
by son in law and co-driver Nigel Tongue . ‘I’m
originally from Cannock and have always lived
within 20 miles ,and I’m now in a little village
called Aston- by- Stone .’ John is steeped in the
sport , having run Aintree Racing Drivers School
and also having been an ARDS instructor until the
end of last year . Like many in the CSCC paddock,
John has raced lots of different cars, starting with
(you guessed) an Escort in the Debenhams Escort
Challenge , the popular series which took place in
the late Seventies. He made his circuit debut at
Mallory in 1977 and has raced here every year
since, in everything from Renault 5s to Formula
Ford 1600 and 2000. He has shared tarmac with
some of the legends of the sport , the late and
larger than life drivers like Gerry Marshall , Tony
Lanfranchi and Barrie ‘Whizzo’ Williams who
made British club racing so hugely entertaining in
the halcyon days of the Sixties , Seventies and
Eighties . John won the Britcar Championship in
2004 with his son Mark (‘my proudest day ‘) but
he isn’t really one for nostalgia , insisting that his
best ever day on a race circuit is ‘this one , today,
no question ; I tend not to look back and what was
a hobby has taken over my life .’ John had a heart
attack earlier in the year – ‘there were some dark
days and being back in a race car is a pleasure
and a privilege. ’John is 68 now , but ‘my time today was good enough for pole ‘ and it’s obvious to
me , within minutes of meeting John, that his love
of the sport runs very deep indeed .
It’s the time of the year when we start thinking
about next season, so what is up the CSSC
sleeve ? ‘RX-8s – we know of at least five people
who are looking to build cars , and we’re going to
push to build the grids for Turbo Tintops- we’ve got over 30 cars registered . We’ve got an exceedingly good calendar for
next year, Modsports will hopefully be going over to Ireland for a round . We don’t rest on our laurels , we’ve had another
fantastic year and a big thanks to all our members. We don’t always get it right and we must always look after the members , we are only as good as our last race , but we try as hard as we possibly can .And if there’s a big groundswell on something then we’ll look at doing it . Some of our events are mega successful – we had 408 entries at Silverstone so we’d be
crazy not to go back but we’ll keep a core of some venues and move around others each year . We’ll also be announcing
something new (Dijon-Prenois, made public after Mallory) . And I really want to give a big thank you to all our members because if they didn’t support us we wouldn’t be here and I hope see you all again next year .’
My due diligence exercise reveals that although some grids are busier than others , CSCC is in a far ,far, better place than
many other race series. I won’t name them , no ‘knocking copy’ from me, but I know from my own season that far too many
championships and individual races are woefully under- supported and CSCC is certainly doing something right. It isn’t just
me who thinks so either , as the number of spectators over the weekend really adds to the look and feel of the place . CSCC
at Mallory Park is , happily , not one of those single make race meetings where the drivers know all the spectators’ names
rather than vice versa ...

It was still raining, cold and miserable as racing started
with the Cartek Motorsport Modern Classics and RSV
Graphics New Millennium field and , back at the infield of
the Esses (after checking my escape route) , my eye was
caught by an MR2. Not a model which has often caught
my attention , not with my infatuation with 911s and big
V8s , but the Mk 3 MR2 driven by Timothy Kemp and
Sam Loughman was humbling a lot of cars in a lovely
display of neat and forceful driving. As was the Saxo of
Mark and Lewis Alexander-Williams , which wins the
award for longest sideways moment by a front wheel
drive car, who were awarded the full dix points from the
judging panel. And , even as a lifelong disciple of the gospel according to Colin Chapman, there are times when
the famous Lotus acronym really is true. The curse of
‘Lots Of Trouble ,Usually Serious’ applied to the green
and yellow Europa of Andrew Rath , as the car loses a
wheel on the exit to the Esses and then becomes marooned mid track . I wouldn’t have swapped places, but
thanks to sensible driving and expert marshalling , things
did not go from bad to worse . There was a super drive
from the Ainge/ Cassar duo in their Integra from the back
of the grid , but their on the road ‘win’ was lost by a time
penalty for failing to turn the engine off during the pit
stop. A win’s a win though , and Karl Cattliff rightfully
earned his in the slithering BMW E36 M3 .
Wendy Wools Special Saloons and Modsports and a wet
track was always going to quicken pulses , especially of
those behind the wheel . There weren’t ever going to be
little ‘dabs of oppo’ in this race , but bloody great armfuls
of the stuff . And so it proved , and I wouldn’t want to
print what Tony Paxman is saying , because after his exemplary car control in qualifying , the blue Escort (no 57)
pirouettes on to the grass at Gerards , prompting a recovery drive which deserved the waves and applause at the
end of the race , even if Tony didn’t quite get on the podium , finishing fifth and with third fastest lap . There was
so much to enjoy , from the thundering Aston Martin DBS
V8 of David Beatty – the legendary Marsh Plant car – to
the crazy little Suzuki SC 100 of Paul Turner. I shudder as
I recall how, back in 1981 , my own little Suzuki Whizz Kid
once speared across all three lanes of the M62 when the
featherweight rear engined car was hit by a side wind . But
David’s SC 100 looks more sorted for Whizz than MFE
186V ever was ... And how come the Parker Morris Peugeot 309 looks so gorgeous ? In the Eighties the 309 was
just the 205’s ugly big sister but the Morris men seem to
have created a car which wouldn’t have looked out of
place on a DTM grid .
I watch a few minutes of the CSCC Advantage Motorsport
Future Classics and, for the second meeting running , my
eyes are caught by the very brisk Nissan Skyline GTR of
Mark Chilton . The gearing of the Nissan means that a
swift gear change is needed right on the apex of the exit
to the Esses, which not only produces an endearing sway
of the GTR’s hips, but also generates two big licks of
flame from the side exiting exhausts. It’d look even better
at night , very Wangan Midnight or Tokyo Drift - so catch
it at the 2019 night race at Donington .

But now that the rain had turned to drizzle, it was time to
walk down to Gerards for a different perspective . There’s a
bench down there to commemorate Mark ‘Big Man’ Elkington , who my googling revealed to be a local teacher who
had been killed in a bike accident in 2009. I can think of
many worse ways to commemorate the life of a kindred
spirit than this beautifully made and well placed memorial
seat . I bet Mark would have enjoyed watching the Turbo
Tintop field duck and dive its way into the long right hander
as much as I did , but I do wonder whether John Hammersley saw Nigel Tongue’s ‘moment’ in the early laps. It’s obvious that the Megane is carrying just a little too much pace
as it starts to slither and jink as soon as it turns in, but ,
instead of running wide on to the grass on the outside , the
R26 arrows into the Armco on the inside . From where I’m
sitting it looks like a fairly chaste kiss, and so it proves as
the Hammersley/Tongue double act take the win 38 minutes later . But only just, as the Carl Chambers 208GTi was
less than half a second behind . A good race , enlivened by
a posse of squabbling Smarts , but it would have been even
better with a bigger field . As John had told me earlier, a few
more entries would be good for next season .
But there was no shortage of entries in the Tin Tops
race ,and the opening lap was frenetic , with some serious
ducking and diving action . Actually , there was more than
one opening lap as a recipe of awful visibility, a big field and
ambition sometimes - just sometimes - exceeding adhesion
triggered two red flags in quick succession . My recorded
notes reveal that Paul Bolton’s Ford Fiesta made a big impression on lap one but then all I can hear on the replay is
engine noise - so well done Paul, even though it will now
forever remain a mystery exactly what you did to impress me
so much . Now it’s Martin Addison’s Peugeot 106 which , yet
again, is pushing the limits enough to trigger sharp intakes
of breath , as is the older 205 of Shaun Ely . The French
marques are dominating the spectacle this evening , as Tom
Mensley is making his Clio 172 dance at the front of the
pack and I also notice Paul Anderton sneakily deploying reverse DRS on his Clio as his hatchback decides to open half
way down the Stebbe Straight .
I have stayed at a worse hotel than the place Booking.com
had found me for the night , but not in Europe, and as
breakfast was beyond them (as was food , hot water or
soap) I was back at Mallory bright and early on Sunday
morning . But only after I had scraped the frost off the MX5
– conditions I might have expected for the Boxing Day Plum
Pudding meeting , but not in early October. Lots of new cars
had appeared overnight from the Swinging Sixties and Sevens and , as the sun lit up the circuit, you could feel the
mood lift – today was going to be a good day. One full
breakfast later , was time to talk to some more drivers, starting with Stephen Riley from Nottingham, who is driving the
MK Indy R in the Gold Arts Magnificent Sevens race . He’s
been racing for ‘two years , I’ve only ever raced this car . I’m
getting better, I started at the back and I’m consistently in
the top ten now but my ambition is higher than my talent I
think ... I’m sharing with Richard Webb and he’s definitely
the wilder of the two of us. The Indy is a bit wider than the
Caterhams , slightly heavier and runs a 1585cc RLM racing
Hayabusa engine of about 270 bhp . The car broke a lot
last year but it’s been really consistent this season . ‘ Over
to Richard, who’s from nearby Market Harborough , and how
does Mallory feel in the MK ? ‘ Don’t know , never driven
here in this car before ! The last time I was here I was on a
bike five or six years ago and it didn’t go well, I ended up in
hospital so... And last time Steve he was here he wrote it off . ‘ So hopes are running high then guys ? Cue laughter - ‘ Oh it’ll
be fine, what’s the worst that can happen? It’s already happened ! ‘ Daft as brushes , the pair of them, and proof that their
endearing brand of optimism will get you anywhere.

If the owner of the stunningly restored grey Porsche 911
( 1966 registered and complete with chrome hubcaps ) ever
wants to swap it for a three year old MX5 (as if) then I’m your
man , look no further . Gorgeous thing , and Twiggy thin next
to the more fully figured current versions of the car that
made Stuttgart famous . I had to drag myself away , but consoled myself with the fact that at least I’ve owned a Seven or
two, so who better to talk to now than Pete Basterfield ? He
is from Brighton (Hove, actually) and retired from his software testing consultancy business after floating it on the
London stock market. Pete has only raced Caterhams and
his 1600 Supersport is one of nine Sevens in Class B of the
Gold Arts Magnificent Sevens race . ‘I hadn’t even been on a
track day when I started with the Caterham Academy six
years ago . This is a 140 bhp Sigma engined car in standard
spec , so it’s with the five speed gearbox. I’ve not got any real
aspirations to get a more powerful car , lots of people I’ve
raced with have moved up to R300s and so on but some of
us think the Supersport is the sweet spot . ‘ The car is nicely
patinated, as you’d expect after six years racing , but is still
on its original engine and gearbox . ‘It’s been a good season
but I’m only here for the fun , here for a blast , I’m not a podium guy . My favourite this year has been Oulton Park and
Brands Hatch GP .’ I think I succeeded in convincing Pete
that his life will not be complete until he has driven his Seven
at Cadwell , as car and circuit are made for each other . It’s a
first time at Mallory for Pete - ‘I normally test but it’s too far
away and there wasn’t a test day I could do. And I haven’t
spent as much time on going round here on Youtube as I
should have done ... ‘
Racing will start soon , but there is just time for a final interview , if only I can find a driver who isn’t busy , preoccupied
or already in his - or her- car . This guy looks laid back
though , sitting in the back of a truck and watching the world
go by . Time to talk? He has , and the ‘he’ is Jon Ellison from
Woking . ‘I work for an oil company in technical support ,
helping keep everybody working on the oilfields. I’ve had my
TR4 for thirty odd years , they’ll probably bury me in it , I
never get rid of a car once I’ve bought it .The TR hasn’t raced
much in the last twelve years.’ ‘So, a 2.2litre four , four
speed and overdrive then?’ , I ask , exhausting most of my
knowledge of the TR4 in one sentence . ‘Yeah , except the
overdrive has stopped working , but you don’t need it round
here. I’d like it though , it’s fantastic – I’ve got a TR6 with
overdrive- but if it goes wrong it can buzz your engine . I took
the car (the TR4) round the block yesterday and the overdrive didn’t seem to work but it doesn’t really matter , it’s the
last race of the year , I’ll just use one more gear. ‘ Jon has a
TVR 200 as well – ‘two and a half times the power , still
haven’t really got to grips with mine , the handling isn’t
sorted yet . It’s fun in a straight line but not round the corners at the moment ; I‘ve got some plans for it over the winter , things it really needs .’ Jon enjoys CSCC racing but isn’t
so keen on pit stops - ‘ It’d be nice to do a 30 minute race ,
just get in , drive and then stop, but no , it’s great here , good
atmosphere .’
I adore the spectacle of the Adams and Page Swinging Sixties cars as they qualify on a still slippery track and I watch
the Group 2 cars bellowing their way up to the hairpin, progress marked by spikes of wheelspin out of the Esses. There
are some acoustic barriers lining the entry to Shaws , presumably to spare the good people of Kirkby Mallory the Detroit rumble of Nigel and Oliver Reuben’s TVR Griffith , courtesy of the 289 cubic inch Ford V8 under the bonnet . Or should we acknowledge US TVR importer Jack Griffith’s contribution and call it the ‘hood’ ? And how often has anybody , anywhere, ever seen a pair of snarly Reliant Sabre 6s circulating
so closely in formation? See how I’ve resisted the opportunity to make a laboured pun about sabre rattling ?

Having feasted on Group 2 , I wander back to the pits to watch Group 1 of the Swinging Sixties crew, cars which should be
slightly more house trained than their bigger capacity cousins but which , as I was to see later, can put on a show every bit
as absorbing . But now it’s trouble in the pits for more than one BMW , with Ian Everett’s 1502 refusing to move very far
under its own power. Bonnet up , furrowed brows all round , new battery tried , automotive defibrillator plugged in, reluctant
chugging from up front and more silence - this little BMW sounds as though it’s headed for a one way trip to A and E . But a
point of clarification , if I may? The svelte little BMW
may be badged 1502 but that was the poverty spec
1600 , and I think the 1502 lamb is actually a
2002 wolf , am I right? Semantics aside , what a
recovery the BMW made in its race – starting from
the back of the grid Ian drove the wheels off the
1502 , taking half the field in the first couple of
laps and then engaging in a mesmerising dice with
Charles’ Tippett’s 2002Tii. Watching the pair of
them opposite lock around Gerard’s before seeing
who would blink first into the Esses was one of the
day’s highlights . The 1502 expired again , leaving
a trail of smoke that would have done justice to a
mid Eighties ‘ Brabham BMW – the Formula 1 car
which reputedly used the same engine block as the
2002. It was magnificent whilst it lasted but a word
of praise is due for the winning Midget of Ian
Staines ,which , from where we were standing , appeared to run like the proverbial train .
I had asked to sit in on a drivers’ briefing session as I was curious to find out what went on behind the closed doors . A year
or two ago I was invited to attend a RAF Red Arrows debrief and whilst it was a treat to sit in ,the content was mainly confined to watching endless in-flight video to a chorus of ‘too close!’ and ‘not close enough !’. It would have been rude to nod
off but Coronation Street has more surprises. So what did go on in the Swinging Sixties briefing ? Well, first of all I was
struck by the good relations between everybody present, with lots of smiles and handshakes , and once the session was
under way I was left in little doubt by Hugo Holder and MSA Clerk Mike Heath that what was said was both important and
serious . And if I’m stuck for conversation at a dinner party I can now tell my fellow diners more than they ever wanted to
know about Code 60 , safety cars , post incident race use of camera footage and pit stop protocol. They’ll thank me for it
I’m sure ...
I have made it a tradition when attending CSCC meetings to call in to the commentary box to watch the men on the mic in
action . And what better time to watch Messrs Werrell and McEwan in action than the fast’n furious Gold Arts Magnificent
Sevens race ? The view is terrific , so much better than the access hardly any areas at all Oulton, and the only part of the
circuit which can’t be seen( Shaws) is on CCTV . You might recall that Messrs M Walker and J Hunt had such a tempestuous
studio relationship that they could only make it work by sharing a microphone and wrestling it from each other’s grasp when
Murray had a trousers on fire moment or James found another excuse to be rude about Riccardo Patrese . It’s not like that
at Mallory as , despite position changing being frantic at times , not only do Mark and Andy cover every move , they seem
able to anticipate action before it happens and also to operate telepathically, with a mic each but no talking over each other
and seamless swaps of rapid –fire commentary. It’s quite a performance , I recommend a visit and I guarantee you won’t
come away thinking ‘that looks easy ‘. Especially if it’s Sevens you are watching. If you have ever seen the multi car battle
for the lead of the 1971 Italian Grand Prix you can get a re-enactment from this lot . No aero , more power than grip and
drivers who just want to have fun make it one hell of a spectacle from beginning to end. A win for Tim Davis ,and a second
for Peter Ratcliff with a fastest lap of 47.022 to Davis . To add some historical perspective, that time made Peter’s Caterham over half a second faster than Denny Hulme’s sports racing car record which stood on my first ever visit here . The
1967 World Champion had set his time five years earlier, in 1966 , and he was driving a 5 Litre Lola T70. Somehow , that is
quite a testament to both T70s and Sevens , and to their respective drivers .

I end my CSCC season with the Toyo Tires/
Watchdogapp.com Jaguars and whilst they are a
little more sober than their sideways , shoulder
charging showdown at Donington, they are still a
fitting end to 2018 . I get another physics lesson
too , as I watch a white Jaguar (driver unknown
from my viewpoint) start to spin at the end of the
back straight. If a Seven spins, it only has 500
kilos’ worth of energy to dissipate, and , even at
high speed , the pirouettes are brief . But when
it’s 1350 kilo plus of big cat , it’s Strictly Come
Dancing for a very, very long time. Phew . And on
the next lap, there’s a repeat performance from
the same – or another ?- white Jag . And that
seems to be the perfect punctuation point on
which to end my year .
But before I go , some thanks are due . This Spring
David Smitheram asked me to write some reports
on CSCC meetings and I have been to your race
weekends at Oulton, Brands, Thruxton and Donington , as well as here at Mallory . That means
I’ve spent a lot of time in the CSCC paddock , making a nuisance of myself by asking people to talk
to me . But not one person has turned me down ,
everybody has taken the time to chat and they all
have had something interesting to tell me about
themselves and their cars . And what cars they
have been ; I’ve been around motor sport since
the late Sixties but in the last few years the monotonous diet of spec cars , thin grids and tedious
on track action has been deeply depressing . So
I’ve had to explore some of the roads less travelled than circuit racing , such as Time Attack
(where , singlehandedly , I doubled the average
age) , Pro Fuel dragsters at Santa Pod (amazing ) ,
the crazy world of Autograss and the endearing
eccentricity of VSCC hill climbs and trials. CSCC is
a worthy addition to that list, as you have big grids , an extraordinarily diverse range of cars (spanning 7.5 litres in capacity ,
six decades and 3 to 12 cylinders in the events I saw) , really close racing and a friendly and diverse community of people.
It’s been a pleasure and a privilege to have been part of that community this summer, and my thanks to you all for making
me feel so welcome.
John Aston
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